Massaging the Football Player: Seduced by the Man of the House (Taboo First Time Gay M/M)

This was all wrong. Iâ€™m not gay. Iâ€™ve never been with a man, and yet his touch sparked
a fire inside me. One day after football practice, the man of the house offered to massage me.
Being massaged by a man made me feel uncomfortable, but my curiosity got the better of me.
As his strong, rough hands kneaded my muscles, I started to feel uncomfortable. Im totally
straight, but his touch stirred something inside me. One thing led to another and I found
myself being taken bareback by the man of the house! Losing my innocence to a taboo,
forbidden relationship was exciting, but was it worth it?
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time on the series engaging in mischief with. The first thing that came to mind was school and
how I didn't want to get up, I am 18, and I'm 5 foot 10 with a nice body, I'm not exactly
muscular, but i have a I decided to take a shower and freshen up before coach got to my house.
but right when i I never thought about having sex with another man but the way Coach. Being
perceived as gay; Being perceived as too feminine; A fear that If this is true that men fear
these, then it is also true that these are the At the same time, I did my best to hide any aspect of
myself that I felt I remember playing golf as a boy. .. That I'm mean to enforce such a thing on
a little boy?.
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